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AN' INT"VIEN WITH STEINA
8y Robert A, Ha .ller
RH You and Woody have been involved in video for ., .
S'7 Tan years .
RN rn that time you have made three major maven . from the Kitchen
in IJew York, O buffalo . and now to Santa Fe . taxi Mexico . what a:: ;
you 19w:sir,g for, or escaping from, or trying to find '?
My was have never lived permanently anywhere,
I have beer on the
move since I was seventeen . When I Lived in "rev York that vas the
longest stable period in my life . I was here
New Yore] severs
years ; Batfslo was six years-it vac admiratie : It was time to
move . I thinF: pecple do that re~;.xi,arly . It doesn't directly hav~
to do with the making, teat-to go from place to placer----it certairay
ct'~a.nges nt .
"
N: in New York you created your environment at the xitchan3
b%iffalo there was already a supportive structure at the Ltariversityt
and now in Santa Fe you are creating from scratch again.
S'J _ :38 we have to create our oral [environment" but this time
vse are igterested in creating amore private environment .
Although
we are already being approached by different elements in the city
to ccproduce and work on projects .
Rii What you and Woody work in is called "video ." What that war :
,leans
is not then same thing to matey people . What dies it mean ;o
lou ?
ct. video has a common denominators the signal Of video . It is what
';lm iS to' film . But otherwise . video artists have founds vazi05.ts
r" ative *Paces wit'hin vin'aa . Lot me suggest a few categories
some artists work
where I think most ",ride is beiriq practiced,
oath space tl%at is riven its front at the camera (obscure), where
the creative effort is in the arrangement of space, and the main
concern of the artist uha worXs in this area could t;Q a performance,
coacwptual thought or an installation . :"hewn there is another
concern ; the use. of tho w;cterdod eye throtagh camera, and as you
k.nnw, that principle has been thoroughly explored in film . If
.^o the other way, you get to people who modify or modulate izages,
Ritnar gathered through camera or generated internally without
it-,

any optical or external input . If you think *:nut image ge:~er :s ": ar:
and manipulation, you get very involved in the control ,art . In
analog video it consists of waveform controls, an ¬ is almost
never repeatable . It is like a musicaA improvisation . At first,
the? motivation to get a computer was to program the wavefor:ms . . . .
Rf{ heat you still wanted3V No . After we got the . computer the concerns became totally
alfferent . Before we could even perfect the control of analog
tools, we plunged into digital Ones . where in fact everything is
a product Of control . It is in 'interactive real time" where I
reel vide .7 becories a category apart from the others. (film On »r.e
aide and computer graphics on the other), F:,reryWdy who wrrFtss
in video insists on it . in fact, there is no other, let us say,
time lapse mode" of video-----unless you go beyond gersvna1 gear .
F.-r6 "real time, feedback
.. as real as it can w, can never ^, ,.n;:araotfwe
in sense of its
loop to its image forming process, and
and in this context it has always its lapse .
I would terribly
miss this exciting control mode . . . .
EH But all video artists don't work .3;n real time .
5V

Fki

-bay do .

Wall . . . Haas Oune Paik. for instance . edits .
'kV can say that editing as inherited from film may analyze,
or rather, criticize the "read time" oof a scene, but in our context
where video and computer ire side by side . we must discuss a quite
different aspect of "real time ." The tools we usoz, video tape
recorders, cameras, etc ., operate in "real time" as a time in
vhic), signals propagate from input to output . You must realize
. ..that this term ,£s the technological one, yet it is placed in
the competitive context with our momentary perception as a tool
of single frame composition" One result of real time system
performance is that you can c ntinuously modify the sequence,
which in a process resembles the] playing of a musical instrtutentj
which also gives you a great amount of variations and imense
capacity to discard unnecessary themes, So "real time" in our
; the otservation
context doss not mean the "infinite take," t
of image forming processes, which lank to SS$ as perceptually
continuous, yet interactive in all modes, including the images
forming .
Poi Many people have problems with the lover .levels of informatiorc
content in video . Far you this is not an issue 2
higher and
The aesthetic and the industrial drive is toward
Obviously, video wants to get 0+7$n with film
higher resolution .
to begin with. Our personal need tends to be the opposite-we
have to break dorm the video image to much lass elements than a
with
television camera offers . We must must this road totherook
resolution
our digital tool* meaningfully .
We
,acrific,,
L~ are vorfa:ing with 1- t
for speed (necessary in digital imaging) . Immense
.
It is hard
troving usage, . sand the pressure of time is
our
device,
a range of nanctimagine, but in microprogramming
seconds is the area of our practical work .
RFt The low field rate. and low resolution. than., aztzn't crucial
a video aesthetics ?
SYV 'Mere are two ways to answer the topic of "field" or "f" frame"
a.n television . The usual and most complete descriPti've terminalo4
is purely technological, referring to elements of television
ccn.caining ~ of
frame as a succession of two video fields . eachcalled
"interlace .
the information in relationship to each other,
However, no aesthetic account of .the technologies wz use has
Sv
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